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ABSTRACT: We compare six lithium potentials by examining their ability to predict coexistence properties and liquid structure using molecular dynamics. All potentials are of the embedded-atom method type. The coexistence properties we focus on are the melting curve, vapor pressure, saturated liquid density, and vapor−liquid surface tension. For each property studied, the simulation results are compared to available experimental data in order to properly assess the accuracy of each potential. We find that the Cui second nearest-neighbor modified embedded-atom method potential is overall the most reliable potential, giving adequate agreement for most of the properties examined. For example, the zero-pressure melting point of this potential is shown to be around 443 K, while it is known from experiments to be about 454 K. This potential also gives excellent agreement for the saturated liquid densities, even though no liquid properties were used in the fitting procedure. We conclude that even though this potential is the most reliable overall, there is still room for improvement in terms of obtaining more accurate agreement for some of the properties studied, specifically the slope of the melting pressure versus temperature.

I. INTRODUCTION

Understanding of the behavior of lithium is of fundamental importance to many applications. For example, Al−Li alloys have been the focus of much research for aerospace applications.1,2 Lithium is also very important in the electrochemical industry, where several of its alloys (e.g., Li−Sn, Li−Sb, and Li−Bi) have been studied for their use as electrodes.3

A recent potential application for lithium is its use as a liquid-phase plasma-facing component (PFC) in tokamak fusion devices.4,5 Liquid lithium has been one of the strongest candidates for a liquid metal PFC because of many beneficial properties such as its reactivity with hydrogen and low its atomic weight.6 Several lithium alloys have also shown potential as effective PFCs, such as lithium−tin.7

The knowledge of several material properties of lithium is important for the aforementioned applications. Although there is an abundance of experimental data on pure lithium, there is a noticeable lack of data for lithium alloys, especially at the conditions of technological interest. Many of these properties are difficult to measure experimentally. Atomic-level simulations provide an attractive complement to measurements in physical property investigations. The prediction of material properties in classical simulations requires specification of an interatomic potential to describe the interaction between atoms. To study alloys using atomic-level simulations an accurate cross-potential describing the interaction between the different species within the alloy is required. However, before a cross-potential is developed one must be sure that the pure component potentials yield sufficiently accurate predictions of material properties. This is because the parameters of the pure component potentials will be used to construct the parameters of the cross-potential. Atomic-level simulations can also provide insight into a variety of other lithium properties such as wetting of liquid lithium on solid substrates, solubilities of different species in lithium, and the location of the critical point of pure lithium.

Earlier work on the simulation of lithium has focused on the development of effective pair potentials. González Miranda and Torra8 introduced pair potentials for liquid sodium and for liquid lithium near their melting points. The potential for lithium was later modified and shown to give good predictions of the specific heat, static structure factor, and self-diffusion of liquid lithium at 455 K.9 Canales et al.10 developed another pair potential for lithium at 470 K and showed that it gave good agreement with various properties such as the structure factor, heat capacity, diffusion coefficient, and shear viscosity. Their study was extended by looking at two types of effective pair potentials for lithium at 470 and 843 K.11 These authors identified a drawback of the effective pair potential treatment of lithium. Specifically, the effective potentials were dependent on density and therefore they change at each state point. This is inconvenient for practical usage. These effective pair potentials also neglect the many-body nature of metallic bonding.
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One of the more common many-body potentials for modeling metallic systems is the embedded-atom method (EAM) developed by Daw and Baskes. This model was first introduced to describe hydrogen embrittlement in metals. The EAM potentials differ from interatomic potentials used in many other systems in that they contain a many-body term that is a function of an effective electron density in addition to a pair potential. The many-body term is used to capture the physics of metallic bonding. Several other many-body potentials have also been developed for the simulation of metals. They include the Finnis–Sinclair model, the “local-volume–forces” model, the “glue” model, and the “equivalent-crystal” model. All of these models are equivalent to EAM in that they also contain a many-body term that is a function of an electron density and a pair potential. The only difference between the models is the functional forms of the pair and many-body terms, parametrizations, and physical interpretations of each term.

Lithium has also been studied using first-principles quantum mechanical simulation methods. The properties studied using those methods include structural properties, melting, and the vapor–liquid interface. While these types of simulation studies tend to be very accurate for the properties they examined, there are limitations. First-principles simulations are significantly more computationally expensive than classical simulations. Classical simulations are able to simulate much larger systems and can access time scales that are orders of magnitude longer than first-principles studies. The calculation of several properties is facilitated by these advantages. For example, several dynamic properties rely on the calculation of autocorrelation functions and their integrals over time long enough to allow the former to vanish, or, equivalently the latter to converge. Because first-principles quantum mechanical simulation methods cannot access such long times, it is important to develop accurate empirical potentials for classical simulations.

In this work, we survey six classical potentials developed for lithium that all fall within the EAM framework. The purpose of this work is to test the accuracy and robustness of these potentials in predicting properties of lithium primarily in the liquid state. We do this by examining several properties that span a wide range of conditions; many of these properties were not used in the parametrization procedure. It should be noted that for a majority of the potentials examined, several solid-phase properties are used in the fitting procedure. Examples of solid-phase properties used in parametrization include elastic constants and surface energies. Therefore, we chose to focus on properties that were not used in the fitting procedure for most of the force fields. This allows us to examine the strengths and weaknesses of each potential and to make recommendations for future studies, including the prediction of lithium properties not yet measured experimentally. In addition, results from the present study will aid in the development of cross-potentials for binary systems. As stated earlier, because cross-potentials require accurate pure component potentials, it is important to develop an awareness of the predictive capability for different properties of pure component potentials.

This paper is organized as follows. Section II briefly reviews the different types of EAM potentials we studied. In section III, we describe the computational approaches used to compute the various properties calculated in this work. Section IV presents our results and compares the relative performance (and limitations) of each model. We conclude in section V by commenting on the significance of our results and making recommendations on future use of the various potentials considered.

II. MODELS

The general form of the total potential energy of a system of atoms described by the EAM formalism is given by

$$E_{\text{tot}} = \sum_i F_i(\phi_i) + \frac{1}{2} \sum_i \sum_{j \neq i} \phi_{ij}(r_{ij})$$

In the above equation, $F_i$ is called the embedding energy and is a function of the effective electron density at atom $i$, $\phi_i$. This many-body term can be interpreted as the energy it takes to embed atom $i$ into an effective electron density due to the surrounding atoms. The embedding energy is traditionally seen as accounting for metallic bonding. The term $\phi_{ij}(r_{ij})$ is a simple pair potential typically attributed to electrostatic interactions. It can be shown that the form of EAM can be derived starting from density functional theory (DFT) arguments. However, these potentials typically require experimental data or ab initio calculations in order to determine specific parameters for the embedding energy, effective electron density, and pair potential. Therefore, this class of potentials is often referred to as semi-empirical. We now discuss this family of potentials by classifying them into three groups: EAM, modified embed-atom method (MEAM), and second nearest-neighbor modified embedded-atom method (2NN MEAM). The equations and parameters for each of the potentials studied in this work are available in the Supporting Information.

II.A. EAM Potentials. Belashchenko and Ostrovskii developed an EAM potential designed for liquid lithium by fitting to experimental liquid-phase pair correlation functions, atomization energy, bulk modulus, and liquid-phase densities. They found that in order to predict accurately experimental densities and energies, some of the parameters had to be temperature-dependent. Belashchenko later corrected this shortcoming by introducing a similar model with temperature-independent parameters. This corrected model is one of the potentials examined in this paper and will be referred to as the Belashchenko 2012 model. Subsequently, Belashchenko introduced a slightly modified model in an attempt to obtain accurate properties at high pressures. This is the second model we study in this paper and we will refer to it as the Belashchenko 2013 model.

II.B. MEAM Potentials. The MEAM potential model was developed as an extension of the embedded-atom method. The general form of the potential is similar to EAM, the major difference being that the effective electron density in MEAM contains angular contributions in order to make the model applicable to materials with directional bonding. The MEAM formalism also introduced a screening function to limit the number of interactions that need to be calculated to nearest-neighbors only. The screening function defines the nearest-neighbor distance. Baskes parametrized a MEAM potential for lithium. We examine the use of this potential and will refer to it in the text as Baskes MEAM. Yuan et al. presented another lithium MEAM potential in which the functional form of the embedding energy was changed in order to improve the prediction of nonbulk properties of lithium, such as surface energy of the crystal-phase. This potential will be referred to as Yuan MEAM.

II.C. 2NN MEAM Potentials. The 2NN MEAM was developed in order to correct two shortcomings of the MEAM
potentials when simulating metals that form stable body-centered cubic (BCC) crystals.\textsuperscript{32,33} It was found that for several BCC metals, the MEAM potential failed to predict the qualitative order of the surface energies of the BCC crystal. Many MEAM potentials for BCC metals predicted the surface energy of the (111) surface to be smaller than the (100) surface, which contradicts information from experiments.\textsuperscript{32} Second, some MEAM potentials predicted that crystal structures other than BCC were more stable for materials where it was experimentally known that BCC was the more stable crystal structure.\textsuperscript{32} This was attributed to the fact that the MEAM potentials only accounted for first nearest-neighbor interactions. As the name suggests, the 2NN MEAM formalism accounts for second nearest-neighbor interactions. This consideration changes the form of the pair potential. Two 2NN MEAM potentials for lithium can be found in the literature, one developed by Kim et al.\textsuperscript{34} and one developed by Cui et al.\textsuperscript{35} The first will be referred to as the Kim 2NN MEAM potential and the second will be referred to as the Cui 2NN MEAM potential. These potentials possess different values of potential parameters because different physical properties were used during the fitting procedure.

III. METHODS

III.A. Solid–Liquid Simulations. The melting curve of each potential was calculated using a direct interfacial molecular dynamics technique similar to that described by Morris.\textsuperscript{36} In this procedure, the first step requires that the solid and liquid phases be simulated separately. The two phases were simulated in separate boxes under NVT conditions such that the density and temperature match the experimental conditions for the zero-pressure melting point. Once each phase is equilibrated separately, they were combined with fully periodic boundary conditions, creating two interfaces. Care must be taken so that the two boxes are prepared with equal box dimensions parallel to the interface. (We designate these directions as the $x$ and $y$ axes, and the direction perpendicular to the interface as the $z$ axis.) The atoms originally in the solid box were then held fixed while the atoms originally in the liquid box were relaxed within the NVT ensemble at a temperature close to melting. Once the liquid atoms were relaxed, the velocities of all the atoms were reinitialized. The velocities were randomly assigned after an initial temperature is selected. The system was then run in the NVE ensemble. If the initial temperature was set too high (relative to the coexistence temperature), the entire system melted. If it was set too low, the system froze. If the system was close enough to coexistence conditions, the pressure and temperature naturally converged to their coexistence values and solid and liquid phases coexisted in the simulation box. The system was deemed to have reached coexistence if both the solid and liquid phases were seen within the simulation box for the entire production period. Once the system was found to be at coexistence, we took the final configuration of the coexistence simulation and changed the volume and energy in order to search for other coexistence points along the melting line. As was the case for the initial coexistence simulation, the velocities were randomly assigned after an initial temperature was selected. Again, if this initial temperature was set too high (relative to the coexistence temperature) the system would melt and if it was set too low the system would freeze. Simulations were divided into a 300 ps long equilibration period and a 1000 ps long production period. It was found that the chosen length of the equilibration period was more than sufficient for equilibration to occur: after this time the potential energy fluctuated about a constant value during the production run. During this production period the potential energy fluctuations were no more than 0.2% of the average potential energy. The temperature and pressure were calculated over the 1000 ps long production run. To get sufficient statistics, 3–5 independent runs were performed for each state point.

A molecular dynamics time step of 0.2 fs was used for the MEAM potentials while 0.1 fs was used for the EAM potentials. These values were chosen so that the total energy was adequately conserved (less than 0.02% energy drift over 1 ns) during the course of the NVE runs. A total of 13,500 atoms were used for each run in order to avoid size effects. Calculations were checked for finite size effects by repeating a few simulations with half the number of atoms. No significant differences in the results were found.

It is important to note that a common issue encountered when constructing solid–liquid interfacial simulations using the aforementioned procedure is the fact that within the solid phase, the lattice spacing in the $x$ and $y$ directions would not match the lattice spacing in the $z$ direction. This would cause significant anisotropy in the diagonal components of the pressure tensor. A simple way to correct this is given by Frenkel.\textsuperscript{37} The procedure is to perform bulk solid NPT simulations at coexistence conditions to get a relationship between the coexistence pressure and lattice spacing. This information is then applied to the interface simulations to adjust the $x$ and $y$ dimensions of the simulation box so that they match up with the lattice spacing in the $z$ direction. Doing this ensures that there is no significant anisotropy in the diagonal components of the pressure tensor that can possibly affect the calculated melting temperature.

A snapshot of a successfully equilibrated solid–liquid interfacial simulation is shown in Figure 1. We also display the $q_6$ order parameter\textsuperscript{38} averaged over bins of width 1 Å to distinguish between the crystal and liquid phases. This parameter describes local ordering and can distinguish between phases with and without long-range order.

![Figure 1](https://example.com/solid-liquid-simulation.png)

**Figure 1.** A snapshot of a solid–liquid direct interfacial simulation corresponding to the Cui 2NN MEAM potential simulation at 443 K and 0 GPa. Atoms in the solid BCC phase are red, while liquid atoms are blue. The colors are assigned based on the average $q_6$ at each location in the $z$ dimension. Each interface was fitted to a hyperbolic tangent function shown as the green line. The Gibbs dividing surfaces are shown as red lines. The snapshot of the solid–liquid simulation was rendered in Visual Molecular Dynamics.\textsuperscript{39}
All simulations were performed using the LAMMPS package40 (30-Sep-2013 version). A typical 1.3 ns simulation of 13,500 atoms using a MEAM potential took approximately 24–48 h on 16 CPU cores (2.6 GHz Sandybridge). For the EAM potentials we obtained similar performance with only 8 CPU cores.

III.B. Vapor–Liquid Simulations. For vapor–liquid coexistence properties, we also chose to use a direct interfacial approach. However, a slightly different procedure was used than the one for solid–liquid simulations. In this procedure, a liquid-phase simulation cell containing 6750 atoms was first equilibrated at a given temperature in the NVT ensemble. We deemed a system to be equilibrated by monitoring the potential energy and picked an equilibrium time such that the potential energy fluctuated about a constant value for a 2.5 ns production run. During this production period the potential energy fluctuations were no more than 2% of the average potential energy. We found that a 1 ns equilibration period was more than enough. Fewer atoms were chosen for these simulations because it was found that there were no finite size effects on the calculated properties at this size, and the smaller number of atoms made the computations more rapid. Once the system was equilibrated, one of the box dimensions was extended (typically about 4 times its initial amount). Again, we designate this dimension (the one that is perpendicular to the interface) as the z dimension. The system was then run under NVT conditions, whereupon it spontaneously separated into a liquid and a vapor phase.

Because we are operating within the NVT ensemble and therefore do not need to worry about energy conservation, we took a larger time step of 1 fs for all potentials. During the production run 10,000 configurations were stored and used to obtain an average density profile. We then fit each interface to the following empirical hyperbolic tangent function.41

$$\rho(z) = \frac{1}{2}(\rho^L + \rho^V) - \frac{1}{2}(\rho^L - \rho^V) \tanh((z - z_0)/d)$$

(2)

The bulk liquid density is given by $\rho^L$, the bulk vapor density is given by $\rho^V$, $d$ is a measure of the interfacial thickness, and $z_0$ is the position of the Gibbs dividing surface. For most simulations, when we fitted the above equation to the averaged density profile along each interface we obtained unphysical values for $\rho^V$ (small negative numbers). However, from $z_0$ we know the location of the Gibbs dividing surface separating the liquid and vapor phases. We used this information to calculate the bulk densities of the saturated liquid and vapor. It was found that at most a distance of 20 Å away from the Gibbs dividing surface was enough to reach the bulk liquid or bulk vapor phase. We obtained statistics on the saturated liquid and vapor densities by dividing the 2.5 ns long trajectory into 5 blocks and performing block averaging. With knowledge of the vapor density, the vapor pressure was calculated by performing bulk vapor phase simulations at the temperature and density of interest. Figure 2 shows a snapshot of the vapor–liquid simulations along with the associated density profile.

We also calculated the vapor–liquid surface tensions. We did this by using the mechanical definition,42 given by eq 3. This definition relies on knowledge of the diagonal components of the pressure tensor.

$$\gamma = \frac{L_z}{2}[\langle P_{zz} \rangle - 0.5(\langle P_{xx} \rangle + \langle P_{yy} \rangle)]$$

(3)

IV. RESULTS

IV.A. Melting Curve. The calculated melting curves for each of the potentials are presented in Figure 3, along with experimental data43 for comparison. It is clear that none of the potentials accurately reproduce the melting curve of lithium over the pressure range considered. However, the Cui 2NN MEAM potential comes quite close to

![Figure 2](image-url)  
**Figure 2.** A snapshot of a vapor–liquid direct interface simulation corresponding to the Cui 2NN MEAM potential simulation at 2200 K. The graph displays the density profile shown as the green solid line. The red vertical lines correspond to the positions of the Gibbs dividing surfaces, which separate the liquid and vapor phases. The snapshot of the vapor–liquid simulation was rendered in Visual Molecular Dynamics.49

Here $\gamma$ is the vapor–liquid surface tension, $L_z$ is the box dimension corresponding to the z direction, $P_{xx}$, $P_{yy}$, and $P_{zz}$ are the three diagonal components of the pressure tensor. The angled brackets denote canonical ensemble averages.

III.C. Bulk Liquid Simulations. We computed the radial distribution functions in the liquid-phase. For these calculations, 6750 atoms were equilibrated for 1 ns, followed by a 2.5 ns production run. We deemed a system to be equilibrated by monitoring the potential energy and picked an equilibrium time such that the potential energy fluctuated about a constant value for a 2.5 ns production run. During this production period the potential energy fluctuations were no more than 0.3% of the average potential energy. During the production run 10,000 configurations were used to calculate the radial distribution function.

![Figure 3](image-url)  
**Figure 3.** A comparison of the calculated melting curves of the different potentials. Cui 2NN MEAM (red □); Kim 2NN MEAM (blue ■); Belashchenko 2012 EAM (green ○); Belashchenko 2013 EAM (purple ●). Baskes MEAM and Yuan MEAM are not shown owing to their poor performance. Experimental results from Luedemann et al.43 are shown as a black line. Simulation error bars for most of the data points are of the order of symbol size.
predicting the zero-pressure melting point. It gives a value of approximately 443 K, while experimental measurements give 454 K. This is more accurate than the calculated melting point from the first-principles study of Chen et al., which reports a calculated melting point of 434 K.\textsuperscript{22} This result suggests that this potential could be promising for constructing a force field suitable for studying alloy systems. The Kim 2NN MEAM potential performs in qualitatively similar fashion to the Cui 2NN MEAM potential, however it yields a melting curve systematically lower than Cui 2NN MEAM in the pressure range studied. The two Belashchenko EAM potentials give essentially the same curve but severely overestimate the melting temperature with respect to experimental data at all values of pressure considered. Baskes MEAM and Yuan MEAM perform very poorly for the melting curve and are outside the range of the figure. We expect the Baskes MEAM to severely underestimate the melting temperature for the pressure range considered; an initial simulation showed that the liquid-phase was stable at 0 GPa and 300 K. By contrast, the Yuan MEAM is expected to overestimate the melting temperature for the pressure range considered; an initial coexistence simulation had a melting temperature of 771 K at 1 GPa.

In general, the potentials studied in this work do not accurately predict the melting curve because melting properties were not considered during their parametrization. Considering properties relevant to melting such as the enthalpy of fusion as well as both solid and liquid densities during the fitting procedure will probably yield a potential that gives better agreement with the melting curve. All of the potentials underestimate the slope of the melting curve. Insight into the underlying behavior can be found by considering the Clapeyron equation. This relation tells us that the potentials studied either underestimate the enthalpy of fusion or overestimate the volume difference between the solid and liquid phases. It is possible both cases are occurring simultaneously for one or more potential.

It should be noted that the first-principles calculations by Hernández et al.\textsuperscript{23} yield very good agreement with the experimental melting curve. The first-principles study of Li et al.\textsuperscript{24} also obtained good agreement. These first-principles calculations could serve as a starting point for constructing a classical potential that reproduces the melting curve better than existing MEAM and EAM potentials studied here.

**IV.B. Vapor Pressure.** Figure 4 shows the calculated vapor pressures for each potential, together with experimental data.\textsuperscript{44} Similar to the melting curve, none of the potentials accurately captures the experimental data.

The models that perform best are the Cui 2NN MEAM and the Baskes MEAM force fields. Cui 2NN MEAM underestimates the vapor pressure, while Baskes MEAM overestimates it. Kim 2NN MEAM and Yuan MEAM overestimate vapor pressure more than Baskes MEAM. Finally, both Belashchenko EAM potentials severely underestimate the vapor pressure. The Belashchenko 2012 and Belashchenko 2013 vapor pressures are statistically indistinguishable, which is expected because the models only differ at high pressures.

The potentials do not accurately predict the vapor pressure curve for the same reason as for the melting curve. That is, vapor–liquid equilibrium data were not considered during the fitting of these parameters. Including vapor pressure and enthalpy of vaporization data during the fitting will most likely aid in the construction of a potential that gives better agreement with experimental vapor pressure.

It is worthwhile to point out another interesting property captured by most of the force fields studied in this work. Figure 5 shows the density profile from a vapor–liquid interface simulation using the Cui 2NN MEAM potential at a temperature close to the melting point (460 K).

One can see the presence of static density oscillations near the vapor–liquid interface. The other potentials show similar behavior with the exception of Baskes MEAM which only shows one sharp rise in density at the interface. Prior theoretical and experimental studies have confirmed that the structure of vapor–liquid interface in metals displays this sort of stratification.\textsuperscript{45} This shows that the three types of EAM potentials studied have the ability to reproduce the structural properties of the vapor–liquid interface of metals and can therefore prove to be a useful tool in studying this interface. This is not surprising; Rice\textsuperscript{45} argues that in his simulations, the origin of the stratified structure of the interface is due to the electron density dependence of the one-body term in the pseudopotential treatment of metals. It is reasonable to assume that in the EAM formalism, the many-body embedding energy term, which also depends on an effective electron density, plays a similar role to the one-body term in the aforementioned pseudopotential treatment in giving rise to the stratified structure of the interface.

The fact that the Cui 2NN MEAM potential yields the most accurate values for vapor pressures compared to the other potentials studied in this work and also captures the qualitative behavior of the vapor–liquid interface suggests that the 2NN
MEAM class of potentials can be used to study vapor—liquid equilibrium in other metals if parametrized correctly.

**IV.C. Saturated Liquid Densities.** Figure 6 shows calculated saturated liquid densities. We should note that we compare this to experimental data\(^46,47\) for liquid lithium at atmospheric pressure rather than at coexistence. However, due to the fact that the vapor pressure of lithium is less than 1 MPa at the temperatures considered, and that liquids are incompressible, we believe this is still a valid comparison.

Both Belashchenko EAM potentials give excellent agreement with experimental data. Again, they give essentially the same predictions. This is expected, since liquid densities were properties used during the fitting procedure for these potentials. Cui 2NN MEAM also gives good agreement; however, it starts to show a deviation at higher temperatures. The other three potentials underestimate the liquid densities. The performance of the Cui 2NN MEAM is encouraging as no liquid data were used during the fitting procedure.

**IV.D. Vapor—Liquid Surface Tension.** The results of the vapor—liquid surface tension calculations are shown in Figure 7. The Belashchenko EAM potentials provide the best agreement with experiment\(^46,48\) although they overestimate this property at any given temperature. Once again, they both give the same predictions. The other four potentials underestimate the values for surface tension, with the Cui 2NN MEAM being the closest to the experiments. All of the potentials provide surface tension calculations that are consistent with the respective vapor pressure calculations, with the exception of the Baskes MEAM force field. That is, a potential that yields low vapor pressure will give high vapor—liquid surface tension. Again, improvement in the models’ prediction of the vapor—liquid surface tension could be obtained by using vapor—liquid coexistence data in the fitting procedure.

**IV.E. Liquid Radial Distribution Function.** Figure 8 displays the radial distribution functions of liquid lithium at two different state points \((T = 470 \text{ K}, \rho = 0.5134 \text{ g/cm}^3 \text{ and } T = 725 \text{ K}, \rho = 0.4910 \text{ g/cm}^3)\). The Belashchenko EAM potentials agree well with experimental data.\(^49\) This is expected as these potentials were fitted to radial distribution functions. The Kim 2NN MEAM and Cui 2NN MEAM potentials also perform well, with the latter doing slightly worse due to underestimating the first peak. Baskes MEAM and Yuan MEAM are not displayed in Figure 8 because both potentials overestimate the value of the first peak. However, they can be found in the Supporting Information. In a similar manner to the saturated liquid densities, the performance of the Cui 2NN MEAM potential (and the Kim 2NN MEAM potential in this case) at predicting liquid-phase radial distribution functions is encouraging as no liquid data were used during the fitting procedure.

**V. CONCLUDING REMARKS**

In this work, we examined six interatomic potentials available in the literature, all designed to simulate lithium. These potentials can be considered as part of the EAM framework, and can be further divided into three subclasses: EAM potentials (Belashchenko 2012 and Belashchenko 2013), MEAM potentials (Baskes MEAM and Yuan MEAM), and 2NN MEAM (Cui 2NN MEAM and Kim 2NN MEAM). Using molecular dynamics simulations, we tested each potential’s ability to predict several properties of lithium. The properties considered in this work are the melting curve, vapor pressure,
saturated liquid densities, vapor–liquid surface tension, and liquid-phase radial distribution functions.

For the melting curve, the Cui 2NN MEAM potential performs the best. Although it does not predict accurately the melting curve over the entire pressure range considered, it provides a good prediction of the zero-pressure melting point, giving a value of 443 K. This is close to the experimental value of 454 K and slightly more accurate than the first-principles study of Chen et al., which reports a value of 434 K. Therefore, this potential will be useful if one wants to construct cross-potentials for lithium alloys that accurately reproduce the binary phase diagrams. However, the first-principles studies of Hernández et al. and Li et al. give better agreement with the melting curve compared to any of the potentials studied in this work.

For the vapor pressure, the Cui 2NN MEAM performs the best, with the Baskes MEAM performing second best. Cui 2NN MEAM underestimates the vapor pressure while Baskes overestimates it. It was also shown that the Cui 2NN MEAM exhibits static density oscillations at the vapor–liquid interface, expected in metallic systems, which agrees with a previous first-principles study and with experiment. We note that the other force fields, with the exception of the Baskes MEAM potential, also exhibit this behavior. As stated earlier, this illustrates that the three types of EAM potentials studied in this work could be useful in studying vapor–liquid equilibrium properties of metals. This could be very useful in estimating the critical points of metals. The critical region of many metals occurs at high temperatures and is difficult to observe experimentally. Previous studies often rely on theoretical arguments to estimate the location of the critical point. Therefore, reliable potentials could help provide insight into the location of critical points.

The Belashchenko EAM potentials provide excellent agreement with experimental data for saturated liquid densities. This is expected, as liquid lithium densities were used in the fitting procedure for these potentials. It is more surprising to see that the Cui 2NN MEAM yields good predictions since no liquid data were used in fitting. This illustrates the robustness of the Cui 2NN MEAM force field.

The Belashchenko EAM potentials also provide the best agreement with vapor–liquid surface tensions, although they overestimate the actual values. After these potentials the Cui 2NN MEAM gives the best agreement, although it underestimates this property. The other potentials underestimate the vapor–liquid surface tension even more than the Cui 2NN MEAM.

For liquid-phase radial distribution functions the Belashchenko EAM potentials give the best agreement with experiment. Again, this is because those functions were considered during the fitting procedure for these potentials. The good agreement of both the Kim and Cui 2NN MEAM potentials with experimental data is surprising, since these force fields were not parametrized with liquid-phase data. The Cui 2NN MEAM potential performs slightly worse due to underestimating the first radial distribution function peak. These classical potentials essentially do as well as first-principles methods with respect to the liquid-phase radial distribution function.

From the present study, we can conclude that the Cui 2NN MEAM potential is the most robust among the lithium potentials examined. This is because it seems to perform the best or at least adequately in most properties studied over a fairly broad range of conditions compared to the other force fields studied in this work. This potential also performs well for some properties not considered during its parameter fitting. Therefore, this potential appears to be the best choice to be used in further studies of lithium, or at least as a starting point in the construction of new and improved potentials.

This study also allows us to make a statement about the three types of models we studied. Not surprisingly, the model that seems to be the most robust falls within the 2NN MEAM class of potentials, which is representative of the most recent improvement of EAM potentials. This is perhaps a good indication that the 2NN MEAM formalism is a good framework in predicting properties of metals. The 2NN MEAM potential has been shown to be particularly well-suited for predicting properties of BCC metals (such as lithium), and we have shown that it also has the ability to capture the structure of the vapor–liquid interface. Future work will focus on the prediction of transport properties of lithium, such as the self-diffusion coefficient and viscosity, using the Cui 2NN MEAM potential. This potential will also be considered when constructing cross-potentials for binary systems. These include cross-potentials for lithium–tin alloys and hydrogen/deuterium–lithium mixtures. The development of 2NN MEAM cross-potentials for binary lithium systems has been done for Mg–Li and for Li–Si alloys. Therefore, a similar approach can be taken for other binary systems of interest.

This study illustrates that there is still room for improvement in the development of an EAM potential for lithium. To obtain a better prediction of the various properties we studied, one can reﬁt the various models by including different properties in the ﬁtting procedure. For example, one could include enthalpies of fusion to get better agreement with the melting curve, and enthalpy of vaporization for vapor pressures. Caution should be used if one wants to adjust the parameters of an existing model because the new model may give worse predictions of the material properties to which it was originally ﬁtted. It would also be worthwhile to explore if an adjustment on the form of the model is able to more accurately reproduce the properties of lithium studied in this work. One possible adjustment could be the inclusion of third nearest-neighbor interactions in the development of the force field.
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